
REASONS OF AIR POLLUTION IN TEHRAN

Air Pollution is one of the most serious problems in all around the world . There 
are many reasons for air pollution such as climate , weather , industries , factories 
, cars ,population , etc . But being centered the center of everything thing and 
having bad improper urban planning are both of the most important reasons of 
air pollution .

Most of people think factories and industries are the main causes of air pollution , 
so according to this opinion , Munich must be at the top of the list in this case or 
also Hamburger compared to Tehran, but they aren`t .

New York is one of the most crowded cities in the world . It has many high towers 
, big shopping centers , many visitors on during the day , different kinds of 
vehicles ; also it is bigger than Tehran but it is under Tehran at on this list . 

Los Vegas is surrounded by the Nevada desert and has an arid climatenearly 
occurred in hot weather , but it has less air pollutioned than Tehran .

Why most of cities of in developed countries have less air pollutioned than Tehran 
?

It refers to urban planning . When there is no idea or correct proper plan behind 
building and developing a city like Tehran , it causesd of unbleavable unbelievable 
problems for towns , especially people’s livesliving and their healthy .Locating the 
location of factories , airports , industries , and also Designing of highways and 
houses , holding green nature spaces , managing the commercial positions and 
residentialce places would be so useful to decrease air pollution . Almost Satellite 
cities , the new design of megalopolises huge city , could have solved the problem 
of air pollution .

 Also , exsodusing  decentralization center of everything  thing would be the best 
decision to solve this problem for Tehran . As a result , people will would 



immigrate from Tehran to other cities . And maybe Tehran can could breathe a 
sigh of relief finally . 


